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Widows is an upcoming heist thriller film directed by Steve McQueen from a screenplay by
McQueen and Gillian Flynn, based upon the ITV series of the .Crime Daniel Kaluuya and
Brian Tyree Henry in Widows () Colin Farrell in Duvall in Widows () Liam Neeson and Viola
Davis in Widows ().Get access to trailers, media and news on 20th Century Fox movies
currently in theaters now and upcoming releases.Widows is coming. Are your bills paid? Is
your skin clear? Have you been drinking enough water? Because Widows, the heist film
directed by.A first peek at “Widows” — the new heist film “Gone Girl” author Gillian Flynn
wrote with Oscar-winner Steve McQueen (“12 Years a Slave”).“Widows,” co-written by
McQueen and “Gone Girl” author Gillian Flynn, stars Viola Davis, Michelle Rodriguez,
Elizabeth Debicki, and Cynthia.Their surviving widows come together to try to deal with the
debt left behind from the failed job with Davis' character as the leader — and in.When her
husband dies suddenly of a heart attack, Elena, a documentary filmmaker, forms an unlikely
bond with his much younger, suicidal mistress. Watch.Even though it feels like last year's
awards season just wrapped, the new trailer for Steve McQueen's Widows proves the race is
well.Widows, the first film for Steve McQueen since 12 Years a Slave, is written by Gillian
Flynn. Here's the first trailer.Widow definition is - a woman who has lost her spouse or partner
by death and usually has not remarried. How to use widow in a sentence.8 hours ago A woman
got a shock when she reached into a bag of grapes, discovering two black widow spiders from
the fruit she purchased at a Hy-Vee in.In the movie "Widows," Davis plays a woman who
decides to find her inner criminal after her husband is killed while trying to pull off a
heist.widow definition: 1. a woman whose husband or wife has died and who has not married
again2. a woman whose partner is often not at home because he or she .1 day ago A woman in
Omaha, Nebraska says she found two black widow spiders in her produce right as she reached
inside the bag.A new TV spot for '12 Years a Slave' director Steve McQueen's star-studded
heist thriller 'Widows' further reveals the film that stars Viola Davis.
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